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Our initial purpose was to develop a quantitative method of estimating the cardinal directions of 
color space. The method is based on the finding that patterns consisting of pairs of drifting gratings 
modulated along different cardinal axes appear to slip with respect to one another, while the same 
patterns appear as a single coherent plaid if the modulation directions of the patterns are rotated by 
45 deg in color space [Krauskopf & Farell (1990). Nature, 348, 328--331]. A forced.choice procedure 
was used in w]hich observers were asked to choose which of two successively presented patterns 
appeared less coherent. The patterns consisted of pairs of drifting gratings; the direction of 
modulation ofone of the gratings was fixed and that of the other varied. For example, an estimate of 
an individual's; isoluminant plane could be obtained by fixing the modulation of one grating in the 
luminance direction and finding the elevation of the modulation of the other grating that resulted in 
minimum perceived coherence. We found it important o take into consideration i dividual 
differences inthe tilt of the isoluminant plane in color space and in the detectability of targets in the 
nominal cardinal directions. When this was done we found that reliable measurements could be 
made. The method effectively provided quantitative estimates of the cardinal directions. However, 
the most important result was the inadequacy of the generalization that patterns appear coherent 
when they share similar components along cardinal directions (Krauskopf & Farell, 1990) to 
account for the new results. The present results uggest that patterns appear not to cohere to the 
extent hat they fail to stimulate common chromatic mechanisms, but the assumption that these 
mechanisms are tuned only along cardinal axes can be rejected. Along with other data the results 
point to the existence of higher-order mechanisms tuned to different isoluminant chromatic 
directions. 
Cardinal directions Color Motion Coherence 
INTRODUCTION 
This work started out as an attempt to develop a new 
method for quick and ]precise stimation of the cardinal 
directions of color space (Krauskopf et al., 1982). While 
we have had some success in this endeavor we think the 
more interesting outcome is the light the results hed on 
higher-order color mechanisms (Krauskopf et al., 1986). 
A large number of methods have been used to measure 
spectral sensitivity (Lennie et al., 1993). Most of these 
methods may be used 1:o define the isoluminant plane of 
color space. Among them are heterochromatic flicker 
photometry (Coblentz & Emerson, 1917) and methods 
based on a motion nulling procedure (Anstis & 
Cavanagh, 1983), andi the impoverishment of motion 
perception at isoluminance (Cavanagh et al., 1984, 1987; 
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Moreland, 1982). But none other than the habituation 
procedure of Krauskopf et al. (1982) has been put forth 
for measuring the isoluminant cardinal axes. 
Krauskopf and Farell (1990), using stimuli of the sort 
introduced by Adelson and Movshon (1982), found that 
drifting gratings modulated along different cardinal 
directions appeared to slip past one another, but when 
the color directions of the modulations were rotated by 
45 deg, the gratings appeared to cohere. They interpreted 
this result as an example of the rule, proposed by Adelson 
and Movshon, that the perception of independent motion 
of the components was more likely when the components 
were dissimilar. Extending this idea, we expect the purest 
perception of independent motion when one grating is 
modulated precisely along one cardinal direction and the 
other precisely along another, and that his criterion could 
be used to define the cardinal axes. In this paper we show 
that measurements of the isoluminant cardinal directions 
can be made using a method based on this expectation. 
In the new method observers are presented pairs of 
stimuli in a temporal forced-choice procedure that 
requires them to select he stimulus that appears to slip 
more (or equivalently, to cohere less). Under suitable 
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conditions observers find this an easy task to perform. 
Except in the last experiments, he azimuth, elevation and 
amplitude of the modulation of one of the pair of gratings 
are kept constant throughout an experimental session (see 
section on 'Color space' below for definitions of azimuth, 
elevation and amplitude). The azimuth or the elevation of 
the other grating is varied from trial-to-trial in order to 
obtain an estimate of the modulation direction that 
produces the least coherent perception of motion. 
In our initial attempts o use this method we got results 
of variable quality. Some observers under some experi- 
mental conditions produced very reliable results but 
under others the results were quite variable and not easily 
understood. Two factors have been found to be important 
in this regard. 
Firstly, we found that it was important to equate the 
modulation of the component gratings relative to the 
individual observer's detection thresholds. We measured 
thresholds for the detection of gratings modulated along 
each of the three nominal cardinal directions. These 
measurements defined unit distances along the cardinal 
axes. We calculated estimated thresholds for other, non- 
cardinal, directions on the assumption that thresholds 
would fall on a unit sphere defined by these measure- 
ments. 
Secondly, and more significantly, we found substantial 
individual variations in the loci of the isoluminant plane. 
This can seriously compromise measurement of the 
isoluminant cardinal directions. For example, if both of 
the nominal cardinal directions have significant lumi- 
nance components for an observer, the patterns will have 
a tendency to appear coherent even when the azimuths of 
the components lie along different cardinal axes. 
Adjusting the conditions of the experiment to accom- 
modate these differences radically improved the relia- 
bility and the comprehension f the results. 
An important question is whether the results are 
singular for stimuli modulated along cardinal axes. 
Krauskopf and Farell (1990) found that moving gratings 
were judged to slip past one another when they were 
modulated along different cardinal axes but were judged 
to cohere when their direction of modulation was rotated 
45 deg in the common plane of the cardinal axes. 
However, even though these judgments were easily 
made, it should be emphasized that the perception was 
not absolute. In the present experiments he observers 
were asked to judge the relative coherence of the patterns 
and this allowed us to determine, for a component grating 
modulated in any arbitrary direction, what direction of 
modulation of the other component grating resulted in the 
perception of minimal coherence. Pursuing this method 
led to interesting results bearing on the role of higher- 
order mechanisms (Krauskopf et al., 1986). Specifically, 
we found that for gratings modulated in any direction in 
the isoluminant plane, minimal coherence was perceived 
when it was paired with a grating modulated in a 
direction differing by approximately 90 deg. Never- 
theless, we were able to obtain estimates of the cardinal 
directions by asking the observers to select the less 
coherent of two patterns, both of which contained 
components modulated in directions 90 deg apart, the 
components of one pattern were rotated with respect o 
those of the other, within their common plane. 
METHODS 
Display device 
The stimuli were presented on a Barco 7351B color 
television monitor driven by a frame buffer controller. 
The mean luminance of the display was 35 cdm -2. The 
mean chromaticity was that of an equal-energy white, i.e. 
x = 0.33, y = 0.33 in CIE coordinates. The resolution was 
i min per pixel at the viewing distance of 1.75 m. 
The frame buffer device was an ATVista board 
modified by Walter Kropfl of the Center for Neural 
Science at New York University to provide 14 bit 
specification of the intensity of each of the three 
television primaries. This was accomplished byincorpor- 
ating a double set of color look-up tables and digital-to- 
analog converters into the ATVista board circuitry. The 
output of the low-order converters was scaled by a factor 
of 64 relative to the high-order converters and the two 
outputs were then added together. This device resided in 
a PC host. 
The experiments were run using the Postq language 
written by Walter Kropfl running under Unix on the PC 
host. Postq is similar to Postscript in command structure 
but is specialized for control of experiments and in 
particular for visual experiments u ing chromatic stimuli. 
It allows for rapid calculation and generation of the 
voltages to produce gamma-corrected spatially and 
temporally modulated stimuli. 
Color space 
We represent the stimuli in the color space that we 
have used in previous work (Kranskopf et al., 1982; 
Derrington et al., 1984) (Fig. 1). This is a three- 
L+M AXIS 
~ ~ L-2M AXIS 
I 
FIGURE 1. Color space. See text for discussion of labels and 
definitions of polar coordinates using instrumental limits and using 
psychophysical results of individual observers. 
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dimensional extension of the chromaticity diagram 
developed by MacLeod and Boynton (1979). There are 
a number of labels that laave been applied to the axes of 
this space. We prefer to specify the axes in terms of the 
cone weights of the mechanisms that respond uniquely to 
stimuli modulated along the axes. In this scheme there are 
two axes in the isolumiinant plane labeled L-2M, and 
S-(L+M) and an axis perpendicular tothem at the equal- 
energy white point which is labeled L+M. One could 
alternatively abel the axes in terms of the modulations of 
the cones along these axes, in which case the labels would 
be L -M,  S and 2L+M + S, respectively. That is, in the 
first direction the excitation of the L-cones and M-cones 
covaried to keep the luminance constant; in the second, 
only the S-cone excitation varied, and in the third all 
three cone excitations wtried in proportion to their values 
at the white point which served as the origin of the space. 
It is useful to use polar coordinates to specify 
chromatic modulation. The equatorial plane is defined 
by the L -2M and S-(L+M) axes. The azimuth (q~) of a 
modulation vector is defined by its projection in this 
plane. The positive (reddish) end of the L -2M axis is 
assigned an azimuth of 0 deg. We assign an azimuth of 
90 deg to the positive (purplish) end of the S-(L+M) 
axis. This is different from earlier usage in which the 
yellowish-green d of this axis was assigned an azimuth 
of 90 deg (Krauskopf et al., 1982; Derrington et al., 
1984). Since, in the MacLeod-Boynton diagram, the 
direction of increasing S-cone excitation is plotted as the 
Y-axis and since the 90 deg direction is also typically 
plotted upward, we think that a change in our method of 
plotting will, in the end, reduce confusion. Elevation (0) 
is defined as the angle between the modulation vector and 
the isoluminant plane with positive elevation signifying 
1 
j~  
FIGURE 2. Generation fplaid patterns. 
increasing luminance. The specification of azimuth and 
elevation for other than axial color directions requires a 
determination of units for measurement along the axes. 
Initially, we scaled the stimuli relative to the maximum 
modulation deliverable by the monitor along each 
cardinal direction. Subsequently, we used threshold- 
based units. In all but Figs 4 and 5 and Table 1, the angles 
are specified in units based on each observer's thresholds 
and on the measurements of their own isoluminant 
planes. The contrasts of the component gratings were 
equal in threshold units to the maximal contrast attainable 
in the S-(L+M) direction. Therefore, the maximal 
contrast for each observer, in threshold units, was equal 
to the reciprocal of the values of the S -  (L+M) thresholds 
listed in Table 1. 
Detection thresholds 
When detection thresholds were measured, a single 
grating of the same spatial frequency and drifting at the 
same speed as in the coherence measurements was 
presented in one of two 1 sec intervals. To avoid onset 
and offset transients the contrast was multiplied by a 
Gaussian window in time, which had a sigma of 
160msec. A two-alternative temporal forced-choice 
staircase procedure was used. The observer's task was 
to choose the interval in which the grating was present. 
The contrast was raised any time the wrong interval was 
indicated, and lowered following three consecutive 
correct judgments. Two staircases were randomly inter- 
laced. 
Minimal coherence directions 
The stimuli were pairs of drifting gratings inusoidally 
modulated in selected color directions about the equal- 
energy white background. In all cases the spatial 
frequency was I c deg -1. The gratings were always 
oriented at either 45 or -45 deg with respect o the 
horizontal and moved at I deg sec -1 (Fig. 2). The 
gratings were presented within a circular window 5 deg in 
diameter in a square field 8.33 deg on a side. A central 
fixation point 3 min in diameter was always present. In 
the forced-choice procedure a trial was initiated when the 
observer pressed a response key. After the first stimulus 
was presented for 1 sec, the fixation point alone was 
visible for 500msec and then the second stimulus 
appeared for 1 sec. The next trial was initiated by the 
observer's response with an enforced inter-trial interval 
of at least 500 msec. 
In all but the last experiments the goal was to 
determine, for a grating of a particular fixed modulation 
direction, the modulation direction of a variable grating 
paired with it that results in the impression of least 
coherence. Unlike a typical threshold determination, 
what is being sought is a singular point. Color matching 
presents a somewhat similar problem but it can be done 
with an adjustment procedure since the observer usually 
has a notion of what is wrong with the current matching 
stimulus, e.g. it is redder or greener than the stimulus to 
be matched. In the present case the observer usually has 
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(A) L-2M 
S-(L+M) 
(B) L-2M 
S-(L+M) 
FIGURE 3. Stimuli used in paired-comparison method. The black arrow depicts the fixed vector which was presented on all 
trials; the gray arrows, the varied color directions. (A) Fixed direction along one cardinal axis, varied vectors around a second 
cardinal axis. (B) Fixed vector at 45 deg from cardinal axis. 
no notion of what change to make to reduce coherence 
but is able to decide which of two patterns is the less 
coherent one. Thus, the use of a forced-choice procedure 
is appropriate. 
We are not aware of other attempts o measure singular 
points of this sort with a forced-choice procedure. The 
procedure we developed is similar to the classical paired- 
comparison method. The stimuli used in this procedure 
are illustrated in Fig. 3(A). Throughout the experiment 
the color direction of the modulation of one of the 
components, represented bythe black arrow, was fixed in 
the luminance direction. On the basis of our previous 
results we would expect a lack of coherence when this 
grating was paired with an isoluminant grating modulated 
either along the L -2M or the S -  (L+M) axis (Krauskopf 
& Farell, 1990). Furthermore, we would expect the 
likelihood of coherent motion to increase when the 
luminance grating was paired with gratings having 
greater levels of luminance modulation. On each trial 
one of the five pairings [represented by the black arrow 
and one of the gray arrows in Fig. 3(A)], randomly 
selected, was presented in the first interval and one of the 
other four pairings, also randomly selected, was pre- 
sented in the second interval. A round consisted of the 
random presentation f each of the 20 possible pairings. 
A session consisted of five such rounds. 
RESULTS 
The result of principal interest is the value of the 
variable component that yields minimal coherence. This 
value was derived from data of which Fig. 4 is a typical 
example, for a case in which the fixed grating was 
modulated in luminance, and the other grating had an 
azimuth of 90 and was varied in elevation about the 
isoluminant plane. The abscissa plots the elevation of the 
variable component and the ordinate the average 
proportion with which the pattern containing this 
component was judged less coherent han the other 
patterns. We have not developed a detailed model to 
predict he form of this type of plot but empirically the 
data are usually well fit with a Gaussian 
y = Ae-~(x  - xo/~)= (1) 
where y is the fraction chosen less coherent and x is the 
elevation (0) of the varied component. We fit the three 
parameters A, x0 and rr with the program Praxis 
(Gegenfurtner, 1992). An indication of the quality of 
the fit was given by A and a but our principal interest was 
in the value of Xo which we used as an estimate of the 
variable component resulting in the least coherence. 
In order for this method to produce interpretable r sults 
the maximum frequency had to lie within the central 
three ordinates. Therefore, at times we had to adjust he 
mean value and step size of the series of test stimuli to 
satisfy this criterion. The estimated values of Xo were 
found to be resistant to moderate changes in these factors. 
That our procedures produced useful results is 
illustrated in Fig. 5 which plots, for six observers, the 
1.00 
! i 0.80 I 
~)~ 060 [ • i 
C~ 0.40 
0,00  I 
-9.0 -7.0 -5.0 -3.0 -1.0 1.0 
LUM - SLM 
ELEVAT ION 
FIGURE 4. Fitting the results with a Gaussian. Abscissa is the 
elevation of the variable component grating. Ordinate is the relative 
proportion with which each pairing was judged as less coherent as 
compared with the other pairings. Instrumental coordinates. 
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TABLE 1 
Isoluminant 0 Detection threshold 
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FIGURE 5. Individual differences in isoluminant planes estimated 
from coherence judgments. E~tch observer is represented by the same 
symbol in the two columns. Instrumental coordinates. 
elevation yielding the minimally coherent pattern in the 
plane of the L+M and L-- 2M axes and in the plane of the 
L+M and S-(L+M) axes. These results are from an early 
series of experiments and raw instrumental units were 
used to specify elevation. The individual standard errors 
of the mean of these estimates were less than 0.5 deg for 
all the data presented here and substantially lower than 
that for most of the points. The differences in the 
estimated isoluminance planes are therefore highly 
reliable. The data plotted with solid and open circles 
are those of the most experienced observers, two of the 
authors. Subsequent measurements have further con- 
firmed the reliability of 1:he values for these observers. 
As mentioned in the Methods section, we defined the 
color spaces for each of the three observers who served in 
the main body of experiments on the basis of measure- 
ments of the thresholds :for detecting drifting gratings in 
the three nominal cardinal directions and a set of 
measurements u ing the minimal coherence criterion to 
define their isoluminant planes in their own spaces. The 
parameters for each of the three observers who 
participated in the main experiments are listed in Table 1. 
The locus of the isoluminant plane for an individual 
observer can be calculated from 
Observer L -  2M S -  (L+M) L+M L -  2M S -  (L+M) 
CC -2.18 16.14 0.01 0.034 0.047 
JK -3.43 1.73 0.00375 0.0145 0.049 
HW 11.0 11.5 0.0039 0.0107 0.021 
along the cardinal directions. Predictions based on this 
theory are illustrated in Fig. 6. Figure 6(A) represents he 
case in which the fixed grating (black vector) is 
modulated along one cardinal axis and the other (gray) 
along another cardinal axis. Figure 6(B) represents a case 
in which the second grating is modulated in a direction 
between the cardinal axes. In this case the two gratings 
both have modulation components in the vertical 
direction, and the principle would predict he second to 
be more likely seen as a coherent pattern than the first. 
Figure 6(C) represents the case in which each of the 
gratings is modulated in a direction halfway between 
cardinal axes. The two gratings have equal projected 
modulation components along the two cardinal axes and 
thus, by the similarity principle, would be expected to be 
seen as more coherent han the stimuli depicted in Fig. 
# 
0 = arcsin [cos (~b) tan (0LM) + sin (~b) tan (0SLM)] (2) 
where ~b is the azimuth, ~}LM is the measured elevation for 
a ~ of 0 deg and 0SLM is 1:he measured elevation for atk of 
90 deg. We have made informal checks on the validity of 
this equation by making measurements of the locus of the 
isoluminant plane at non-cardinal azimuths using the 
same procedure used to provide the data plotted in Fig. 5. 
Krauskopf and Fare][l (1990) suggested that their 
results could be subsumed under the principle that the 
perception of coherent motion is more likely when the 
two gratings have common modulation components 
FIGURE 6. Prediction of coherence judgments. (A,B) Fixed grating 
modulated along a cardinal direction. (A) Variable modulated along a 
different cardinal direction; (B) variable modulated between cardinal 
directions. Less coherence is expected and observed for (A) on the 
basis of lack of similarity of cardinal components. (C,D) Fixed grating 
modulated at 45 deg to each cardinal direction. (C) Variable modulated 
90 deg from fixed; (D) variable modulated along vector closer to fixed 
vector. The expected result on the basis of similarity of cardinal 
components---greater coherence for (C) was not confirmed in 
experiments. It should be noted that the arrows should all be double 
headed as in Fig. 7 since, as far as patterns made with sinusoidal 
grating are concerned, chromatic vectors 180 deg apart are essentially 
identical. In the resulting pattern the only consequence is a difference 
in the phase of the moving pattern. 
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FIGURE 7. A subset of the conditions used to determine the least coherent pairs for fixed vectors in different directions around a 
plane in color space. 
6(D), where the modulation components along the 
cardinal axes differ. We would expect diametrically 
opposed results in the experiments depicted in Fig. 3. 
When the grating whose modulation is fixed lies along 
one cardinal axis and the other is varied about another 
cardinal axis [Fig. 3(A)] we would expect he judgment 
of minimal coherence to peak near the cardinal direction. 
Exactly the opposite pattern of results is predicted for the 
case depicted in Fig. 3(B) where the minimum is 
predicted to be midway between cardinal directions. 
When this experiment was performed, the results were 
contrary to this prediction. We therefore performed the 
larger experiment depicted in Fig. 7. In an experimental 
session a fixed vector was chosen and presented in the 
paired-comparison procedure with five variable vectors 
to determine the least coherent combination. 
The results of this experiment, in which the stimuli 
were confined to the isoluminant plane, are presented in 
Fig. 8. Contrary to the prediction derived in the previous 
paragraph, the observers always judged a pattern 
consisting of the fixed grating and one differing by 
approximately 90deg in azimuth to be minimally 
coherent. The observers found it easy to perform the 
task in all cases and there is no evident trend in the 
variability of the results as a function of the fixed color 
direction. That the directions yielding minimal coherence 
are consistently close to 90 deg apart would seem to 
imply the appropriateness of the method employed in 
scaling the space. 
When this experiment was repeated in the plane of the 
L+M and L -2M axes and in the plane of the L+M and 
S-(L+M) axes the results were very different, as seen in 
Fig. 9(A, B). When the fixed color direction was near the 
isoluminant plane the minimally coherent direction was 
in the neighborhood of the L+M axis. When the fixed 
color direction was in the neighborhood of the luminance 
axis the minimally coherent direction was close to the 
isoluminant plane. 
The results presented in Fig. 8 might appear to be 
contradictory to those of Krauskopf and Farell (1990) 
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FIGURE 8. Azimuth of the vector resulting in minimal coherence (ordinate) when paired with fixed vectors (abscissa). The 
points are the results of individual runs and their distribution gives an impression of the reliability of the measurements. 
Individual observer coordinates. Results for two observers. 
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FIGURE 9. Same as Fig. 8 but for elevations out of the isoluminant plane. Individual observer coordinates. Results for two 
observers in left and right panels. (A) Results when stimuli were in the plane determined by the luminance and L -M axes. 
(B) Results when stimuli were in the plane determined by the luminance and S - (L+M) axes. 
since the results exhibit no singularity in the neighbor- 
hood of the cardinal directions. In the Krauskopf and 
Farell experiment he observers made a binary choice 
of "slipping" or "coherent" for each stimulus. The 
observers made this judgment easily and reliably for 
patterns consisting of gratings modulated along different 
cardinal axes and for patterns in which the modulation 
directions were rotated by 45 deg from the cardinal 
directions. A number of factors such as the angle between 
the gratings making up the pattern and the velocity of the 
component gratings contribute to determining whether a 
pattern will tend to be seen as coherent. The binary 
choice method is also influenced by the particular set of 
patterns encountered uring the run. The same pattern 
that tends to be judged as slipping when it is presented 
among strongly cohering patterns may be judged as 
cohering when it is presented among patterns that are 
strongly inclined to slip. If not taken into account, this 
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FIGURE 10. Pairs of vectors pitted against one another to determine the least coherent combination f isoluminant vectors 
90 deg apart. 
context effect limits the usefulness of the binary choice 
method. By controlling the stimulus context within a 
trial, the relative choice method takes the context effect 
into account and exploits it. Although Krauskopf and 
Farell could get meaningful results with a binary choice, 
generally speaking it is preferable to use a procedure in 
which the observers make relative choices such as "less 
coherent". 
Therefore, we asked observers to choose the least 
coherent among stimuli of the sort depicted in Fig. 10, all 
within the observer's i oluminant plane, using the paired- 
comparison method. We fit the results with a Gaussian 
just as we had in the experiments in which the angle 
between the component gratings was varied, but in this 
case the abscissa was the color direction of one of the 
components. The data from a typical experimental 
session are presented in Fig. 11. Three observers repeated 
this experiment 10 times each. The results are summar- 
ized in Table 2. The pairs of directions for each observer 
(always, of course, 90 deg apart) are estimates of the least 
coherent pair of directions, and thus of the isoluminant 
cardinal directions. The standard errors give a measure of 
the reliability of these estimates. All three observers 
chose pairs close to the nominal cardinal directions as the 
least coherent. 
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FIGURE 11. Average proportion that each stimulus in Fig. 10 was 
chosen against the rest of the set. Individual observer coordinates. 
DISCUSSION 
The most significant finding of this research is that 
patterns consisting of two gratings modulated in color in 
the isoluminant plane are judged minimally coherent 
when the directions of modulation differ by approxi- 
mately 90 deg from one another, independent of the 
absolute directions of the modulations. Krauskopf and 
Farell (1990) found that people judged patterns com- 
posed of gratings modulated along different cardinal axes 
to slip relative to one another, while they judged patterns 
as coherent when the color directions of modulation were 
rotated 45deg from the cardinal directions. They 
explained this by invoking the principle of similarity 
proposed by Adelson and Movshon (1982). According to 
this principle the perception of coherence ismore likely if 
the component gratings are similar in critical dimensions, 
e.g. contrast and spatial frequency in the Adelson and 
Movshon experiments. Krauskopf and Farell suggested 
the extension of this principle to include similarity in the 
excitation of mechanisms maximally responsive to 
stimuli modulated along cardinal axes. The present 
results, while not empirically in conflict with those of 
Krauskopf and Farell, require a modification of their 
explanation. Patterns will tend to exhibit coherent motion 
to the extent that the component gratings excite 
commonly tuned cardinal and higher-order chromatic 
mechanisms. 
The conclusion that the perception of coherent motion 
depends on mechanisms tuned to non-cardinal s well as 
cardinal directions is reinforced by evidence reported by 
Farell (1995). Starting with the observation that plaids are 
maximally coherent when they are made up of gratings 
that are identical (except, necessarily, for orientation and 
drift direction), he asked how increasing the difference in 
azimuth or elevation between the modulation directions 
of the isoluminant component gratings would decrease 
their coherence. Specifically, if two gratings are modu- 
lated symmetrically about some direction (~), i.e. are 
TABLE 2 
Observer CC JK HW 
Cardinal direction [S-(L+M)] 110.0 92.0 81.6 
Cardinal direction (L-2M) 20.0 2.0 -8.4 
Standard error 5.6 2.9 2.5 
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modulated at ct + A and a - A, coherence would decrease 
as one increased A from 0 to 45 deg, but would the rate of 
decrease depend on the value of 0t? 
Observers were instructed to categorize grating pairs as 
sliding if they detected relative motion between the 
components and as coherent otherwise. When ~ was 
midway between cardinal axes, the gratings were 
virtually always seen to cohere when A was 0 deg 
(gratings modulated identically) and virtually always 
seen to slide when A was 45 deg (gratings modulated 
along different cardinal axes). When ct coincided with a 
cardinal axis, A should ]have no effect, and the gratings 
should virtually always be seen to cohere, if motion 
mechanisms were tuned only to cardinal axes. Instead, 
reports of sliding increased monotonically with A, as 
expected if mechanisms tuned to non-cardinal axes 
contributed to the perception of coherence. Yet the effect 
of A was smaller when cz was along a cardinal axis than 
when it was between two cardinal axes. This difference 
was especially marked within the planes of color space 
containing the luminance axis; when ~ coincided with the 
L+M and A was 45 deg (gratings modulated midway 
between the L+M axis and the isoluminant plane), 
observers were as likely to see coherence as they were 
to see sliding. Cardinal-~txis mechanisms, apparently, are 
weighted more heavily in perceptions of coherent 
motions than are higher-order mechanisms. 
Higher-order mechanisms 
Several types of experiment provide evidence of the 
existence of two isoluminant 'cardinal mechanisms'- 
one maximally responsive to stimuli modulated along a 
line running approximately from 0 to 180deg and 
another maximally responsive to stimuli modulated along 
a line running approximately from 90 to 270deg. 
However, many of the same experiments provide 
evidence that such mechanisms are not sufficient to 
account for all the results and imply the existence of 
higher-order mechanisms. Here we briefly review the 
psychophysical evidence and note the parallels between 
the psychophysically defined mechanisms and the 
properties of single unit:s in the monkey. 
Krauskopf et al. (1982) found that chromatic detection 
thresholds were selectively elevated when habituating 
stimuli were modulated along the cardinal directions, but 
were more generally raised when habituating stimuli 
were modulated along other directions, implying me- 
chanisms tuned along the cardinal axes. However, some 
of the results eemed to :show selectivity for non-cardinal 
habituation stimuli. A quantitative reanalysis of the data 
from these experiments, confirmed the conclusion that 
habituation is, to a lesser degree, selective at non-cardinal 
directions (Krauskopf et al., 1986). More recently, 
Webster and Mollon (1991, 1994) have studied the effect 
of "contrast adaptation", a synonym for habituation, on 
color appearance and concluded that the existence of 
higher-order mechanisms was required to explain their 
findings. 
Mollon and Polden (1977)reported experiments 
showing that thresholds for detection of short-wavelength 
test flashes were higher immediately after a yellow 
background was turned off than when the background 
was on, a phenomenon they dubbed 'transient tritanopia'. 
Thresholds for long- and middle-wavelength test flashes 
were not similarly elevated on extinction of yellow 
backgrounds. These results imply a desensitization 
process operating within mechanisms receiving inputs 
from more than one cone mechanism. Krauskopf et al. 
(1986) performed a generalized transient tritanopia 
experiment in which test and adapting stimuli were 
vectors in a number of directions in the isoluminant 
plane. These data, when submitted to the sort of 
quantitative analysis that had been applied to the 
habituation data, required the invocation of higher-order 
mechanisms. 
Inspired by the Classical work of Craik (1938) on the 
effect of the level of light adaptation on discrimination 
thresholds at various luminance levels, Krauskopf and 
Gegenfurtner (1992) measured chromatic discrimination 
at loci removed from the adaptation point. In one set of 
experiments, three of the four test stimuli were excur- 
sions away from the adaptation point along one of the 
isoluminant cardinal directions and the other consisted of 
a similar vector plus an additional vector along the same 
cardinal axis or the perpendicular axis. Discrimination 
thresholds increased linearly with the magnitude of the 
common excursion when the additional vector was along 
the same cardinal axis but was independent of it when the 
difference was along the other axis. Similar results have 
been reported by Shapiro et al. (1990) and Zaid et al. 
(1992). While these results are consistent with discrimi- 
nation being independently mediated by mechanisms 
tuned along cardinal axes, additional experiments 
revealed fine-grained effects that seemed to require the 
invocation of intermediately tuned mechanisms. 
Zaidi and Shapiro (1993) have suggested that the 
effects of habituation could be explained by invoking 
adaptive orthogonalization among cardinal mechanisms. 
However, other evidence that requires more than 
independent processing of stimuli within cardinal 
mechanisms comes from the following experiments, 
which do not involve habituation. 
One bit of evidence comes from experiments on 
discrimination and detection of chromatic pulses (Kraus- 
kopf et al., 1986). In a two interval-two stimulus forced- 
choice procedure observers were required to say in which 
interval which of two classes of chromatic pulse was 
presented. In one condition the pulse was along one of 
two cardinal axes. In another condition the pulses were 
along lines 45 deg away from the cardinal axes in 
neighboring quadrants. It was hypothesized that there are 
independent mechanisms that respond to the components 
along the cardinal axes and that they evoke unique 
experiences when activated. If this hypothesis correct, 
all weak, near threshold, stimuli actually detected should 
be correctly identified. When appropriate allowance was 
made for guessing, this, in fact, was found to be true for 
all cardinal pairs. For each 45 deg stimulus, detection 
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should occur sometimes when one of the neighboring 
cardinal mechanisms i activated, sometimes when the 
other is and sometimes when both are. This will lead to an 
ambiguity corrupting the discrimination between such 
stimuli. Quantitatively the effect is small but would be 
easily measurable if it occurred. It doesn't. Pairs of 
45 deg pulses are perfectly discriminable at threshold. 
Thus, once again, we seem to be required to postulate 
mechanisms tuned to other than cardinal directions. 
When the component gratings are modulated in the 
plane including the luminance axis and one of the 
cardinal isoluminant directions [Fig. 9(A,B)] the results 
are quite different from those for the isoluminant plane 
(Fig. 8). There is little support for an interpretation 
involving a distribution of mechanisms varying in 
elevation. However, the question must be considered an 
open one in view of the evidence from coherence 
judgments mentioned above (Farell, 1995) and from 
noise-masking experiments (Gegenfurtner & Kiper, 
1992). Gegenfurtner and Kiper found that stimuli 
modulated at an elevation of, say, 45 deg were masked 
more when the masker was modulated at the same 
elevation than when the masker was modulated at 
135 deg. 
All this evidence taken together suggests that there are 
distributions of mechanisms that respond best to different 
azimuths with perhaps an increased ensity of occurrence 
in the neighborhood of the cardinal directions. It is useful 
to compare this conclusion with the physiological 
evidence we have concerning the distribution of chro- 
matic tuning in cells in the visual pathway. 
Single neurons in the parvocellular layers of the lateral 
geniculate nucleus of macaque can be divided into two 
classes (De Valois et al., 1966; Wiesel & Hubel, 1966). 
Cells of the more numerous class give approximately 
equal and opposite weight to the inputs from the long- 
and middle-wavelength cones and therefore respond best 
to stimuli in the plane including the L+M and L -2M 
axes. Members of the less numerous class give 
approximately equal weight to the short-wavelength 
cones on the one hand and an opposed input from the 
long- and middle-wavelength cones on the other hand 
and thus respond best to stimuli in the plane including the 
L+M and S - (L+M)  axes (Derrington et al., 1984). 
It is doubtful that LGN cells provide the substrate for 
the psychophysical phenomena under discussion. Firstly, 
these cells have properties appropriate for a transmission 
system as opposed to an analytic system. The contrast 
response functions are linear and the chromatic re- 
sponses, in particular, can be fit well with a linear model. 
Secondly, attempts to demonstrate fatiguing effects of 
prolonged intense stimulation have routinely failed 
(Derrington et al., 1984). 
Visual cortex is a more likely substrate. The multiple 
representation f the same input allows the possibility of 
selective desensitization along one sensory dimension 
without altering responsiveness along other dimensions. 
In fact, it has been found that prolonged viewing of 
modulated targets alters the contrast response functions 
of single cells in striate cortex of macaque (Sclar et al., 
1989). It is therefore interesting to note that the azimuths 
of the directions of best response are more varied for cells 
in V1 that show little orientation tuning and respond well 
to uniform field stimuli than for those of LGN 
parvocellular neurons (Lennie et al., 1990). Nevertheless, 
the azimuths of the directions of best response for cells in 
V1 tend to be clustered about 0 and 90 deg. 
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